
             
 

                          THE REPOSITIONING CRUISE November 1-4, 2019 

 
This trip was taken to see Mottled Petrel and Short-tailed Albatross that were known to be fairly regularly in 

November. Unfortunately none were sighted this year. 
 

Yours truly woke naturally on October first at seven o’clock and after dressing and checking the rare bird alerts and gmail account Pat drove 

me to the Swartz Bay Terminal at seven-fifty, arriving at eight-fifteen. The day was sunny with a high of thirteen degrees at noon. Martin was 

seen entering the terminal as we arrived and we gabbed until boarding the nine am sailing. A traditional breakfast and coffee were enjoyed 

personally paid with Visa for some fifteen dollars after which two passes were purchased for the sky train with mine at a senior rate of nine 

bucks. A seat was then found next to a window. Very few birds were seen on the crossing. Nathan Hentz and a friend were onboard and 

spoken to briefly as were de-boarded to find that they too were taking the cruise. 
  

Hank was waiting outside the Tsawwassen Terminal and the drive to the airport was underway at ten forty-five, arriving around eleven-thirty. 

The car was dropped and Hank bought his train ticket at the station with a little difficulty and the ride was underway without changing trains 

to Waterfront Station, arriving in one half hour at noon. Canada Place and Princess Cruise’s Star Princess were only two easy blocks away. 

Our boarding passes were shown at the gate and the first step was to take a seat until another group passed through Customs. This lasted some 

fifteen minutes until our turn to pass through American Customs came that was typical with shoes removed but the affair was fairly quick. 

Another line up then greeted us where the cabin key card and further information was gathered much re de-boarding and catching the shuttle 

to LAX after which we boarded. Martin went to his cabin while Hank and I went to ours with instructions to meet at the buffet in twenty 

minutes. The cabin was occupied at one-thirty when the gear was unpacked, the scope mounted and the first Effexor of the day taken. Hank 

handed me an envelope with three hundred and twenty dollars that was shy twenty-eight-dollars and ninty-three cents with my mathematics 

(see Princess Cruises fares below). The twin beds in the suite were still resting together as one and pulled apart. The covers were a mess 

afterward and fixed somewhat before reporting the disassembly to the crew. 
  

Hank and I then headed to the Lido Deck to meet Martin for lunch that consisted of a plate of pasta with red sauce and meatballs, bread, and 

several other tasty choices with coffee and a small dessert. The ship's lengthy drill was underway from three to three-forty that basically dealt 

with the simple procedure of donning a life jacket. Martin’s room was then occupied on the tenth floor near the stern where we birded from 

his balcony seeing many Humpback Whales and White-sided Dolphins. Common waterbirds were noted as well. The sun was very warm and 

only a heavy shirt was worn. The sun was edging towards the horizon when giving up at five-fifteen and carrying on to the Lido Deck. Pork, 

penne with tomato sauce, and bread served as the main meal eaten with a cup of coffee. A large bowl of berry cobbler covered with white 

sauce was eaten as the sun disappeared below the horizon. Paul Lehman greeted myself at our table and the Brown Shrike, Yellow-browed 

warbler and Arctic Warbler were discussed, Paul stating that it was likely a Kamchatka Leaf-Warbler due to the late migration date. 
  

The cabin was reoccupied at about seven o’clock when two romantic movies were watched on television, both in progress. One was a comedy 

with Sandra Bullock called “The Proposal” part of which was seen previously. Faced with deportation to her native Canada, a marriage 

charade is agreed to with her employee that eventually turns to romance. A shower was enjoyed between shows. The second dose of Effexor 

was taken at eleven-fifteen when the movie ended. I woke perhaps five times through the night to urinate. 
  

The ship was unmoving when awakening at six-forty on the second with a seventeen-mile an hour apparent wind. The sky was just showing 

the first indications of light. The warm weather gear was donned. I brushed my teeth and the birding gear was gathered. It was six-fifty when 

we headed for the Lido Deck and grabbed the first cup of coffee followed with breakfast when Martin arrived. Scrambled eggs, ham, yogurt,  
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and French toast and a second coffee and apple and orange juice served as the first meal of the day. The promenade deck at the bow was 

occupied at seven-twenty where Paul Lehman and some thirty-five other birders either with his group or individual travellers were in place. 

The sun was soon shining brightly. An unseen Murphy’s Petrel appeared at the bow soon after our arrival. Numbers of birds through the day 

were much lower than on previous trips with only a handful of Northern Fulmars and Fork-tailed Storm-Petrels and not more that two or three 

Pink-foots, Sooties, and Black-footed Albatross. However, a few dozen Buller’s Shearwaters were seen as well as two Flesh-footed 

Shearwaters and a Laysan Albatross at last light that Martin unfortunately missed.  Even cetacean numbers were low with the odd Humpback 
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      Our cabin room C303                                         Hallway on C deck 
 

Whale and Common Dolphin and Dall’s Porpoise. The numbers were indeed a disappointment to everyone and boredom was rampant.  
  

The lack of birds was boring and a break was necessary and lunch took place at twelve o'clock or so with various dishes including baked 

chicken, two atypical enchiladas and bow pasta and coffee, but no dessert eaten at the stern while scanning the wake. The first Effexor and a 

probiotic were taken at that time. The bow promenade was returned to at twelve-forty where the birding remained slow. We had missed two 

Ashy Storm-Petrels during the break. Two European Starlings came aboard that was highly unusual. 

 

                       
 

                    The Lido Deck buffet                          Martin and Hank enjoy breakfast 
 

The sun was edging towards the horizon when giving up at about five-forty and dumping the warm clothes and birding gear back in the room 

and donning light pants and carrying on to the Lido Deck. Various dishes including pork, green beans, beef, and mashed potatoes with gravy 

and a large bowl of berry cobbler with sauce with coffees were enjoyed as the sun disappeared below the horizon. Martin had two very strong 

alcoholic drinks that left him in a little drunk. When we returned to our cabins the ship were on the boundary between California and Oregon 

A strange movie called “Yesterday” about the Beatles having never existed after a mysterious global blackout. Three people, however, 

remembered them with one musician copying their music and becoming famous. Ed Sheeran stared as himself in the flic. The movie was 

enjoyed until it ended at eleven when the second dose of Effexor was taken and I turned off the lights.  
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Hank and I woke at seven on the third when dressing and visiting the toilet. Martin was greeted for breakfast on the Lido Deck when 

scrambled eggs, ham, and French toast with coffee and apple juice were consumed. The bow on the promenade deck was occupied late at 

seven-fifty with several birders in place having missed nothing due to a misunderstanding about the time change. The apparent wind was up to  

twenty-two knots. Many Fork-tailed Storm-Petrels, Northern Fulmars, Sooty and Buller’s Shearwaters, and an amazing seven South Polar 

Skuas were observed during the morning hours with virtually no other species of note. The numbers dwindled at ten o’clock. Martin managed 

to see a Flesh-footed Shearwater and two South Polar Skuas, and two Pomarine Jaegers. Others noted included Black-legged Kittiwakes, 

Cassin’s Auklets, Rhinoceros Auklets and two Black-footed Albatrosses and a Yellow-rumped Warbler that came aboard. 

 

                

 

           Ships Centre with bars and shops 
 

It was eleven forty-five when leaving for lunch when the meal was eaten inside that included the usual pasta and meat dishes with a coffee and 

cobbler with white sauce as dessert. It was twelve-thirty when the bow was reoccupied seeing very little until giving up at five-fifty. Martin 

missed a single Red Phalarope when he was off urinating. The ship was explored afterward to see the various shops, restaurants and bars, 

theatre, and the art gallery taking photos. One salesman in the art gallery was asked about hanging paintings and it was as on Holland America 

Park West. The threesome then met on the Lido Deck for supper where the usual choices were made including sweet and sour pork, penne 

pasta with tomato sauce and meatballs with bread pudding and white sauce this evening. The Yellow-rumped Warbler had been trapped in the 

room and left to find its own way out. Hank and Martin celebrated the trip with beers.  
  

The threesome was back in their appointed cabins at seven or so when the bags were packed. The cruise ship was off Santa Barbara at that 

point in time with the belief we would be in port before daybreak. An action movie “Guardians of the Galaxy” was being watched when 

drifting off to sleep on two occasions around eight-thirty. About an hour or more was then watched but the last ten minutes of the movie was 

missed when showering. The second Effexor was taken at eleven o’clock.  
  

It was six-thirty when waking on the fourth and seeing a red ribbon on the horizon: the ship was unexpectantly still at sea. Hank and I stayed 

in bed a half hour later and prepared for the morning. We were still at sea and Martin should have been gathered as Black-vented Shearwaters 

were seen in numbers at dawn. Hank and I stood on the promenade deck mid-ships when only less than a mile from reaching port. Only gulls, 

Snowy Egrets and Brown Pelicans were noted. However, Martin was awake at dawn and could have joined the group. 
  

The small pilot boat was leading the way to the dock where we tied up at eight o’clock, a half hour early. The threesome met on the Lido Deck 

and had the usual breakfast of scrambled eggs, French toast, coffee, and apple juice.  
  

It was nine o'clock when we decided to locate the area we were to disembark from in forty-five minutes only to have our group called exactly 

on arrival. We left the ship and Customs was really non-existent and we were through in seconds. The full-size shuttle bus was waiting and 

those aboard drove off at nine forty-five for LAX which took about fifty minutes. The drive around the airport to each airline was slow and 

Hank got off at the Delta sector and Martin and I at Air Canada, the last stop at eleven o’clock. Customs was passed through rather quickly 

despite the bag being checked for the iPad and tripod and having a pat down due to wearing the money belt. Two tacos and pink lemonade 

were enjoyed at Wahoo’s Taco paid with Visa at fourteen dollars and seventy-seven cents before proceeding to our gate with an hour and a 

half wait until boarding at one-forty and occupying seat 68A at the window. Flight AC 555 left on time at two-fifteen when I took the first 

Effexor. I fell asleep and unbelievably woke over Seattle two hours later. The plane circled because of fog and landed on time at five o’clock. 

I worked my way to the flight for Victoria without Martin taking a shuttle bus to the domestic wing where Martin was seated having walked 

the entire way. It was now six-fifteen. Three failed attempts then took place to email Pat as the flight to Victoria was delayed. Fog was still a 

problem in Vancouver and we did not board until seven o’clock. I was seated in 8f at the window. 
  

Horizon flight AC 8079 left twenty minutes late at seven-thirty and landed in Victoria at seven-fifty. Pat was waiting and drove me home. The 

suite was reoccupied at eight-fifteen or so when the gear was unpacked and at which time the Yahoo rare bird alerts and gmail account were 

inspected to find nothing of interest. Regular television programming was watched while investigating the differences between Pomarine and 

Parasitic Jaegers that had been forgotten over time. A pear and some barbequed chicken served as supper. The second dose of Effexor was 

taken at ten o’clock. Slept immediately. 
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 Mr Keith Taylor  Mr Hendrik Vanderpol     * paid by 
Keith 

    Totals 

  Canadian Dollars.         

 *  239.20 *  119.20 Cabin    358.40 

    89.71 Airfare and fees    63.66 

 *  44.20 *  44.20 Transfer    88.40 

 *  97.51 *  97.51 Gratuities  

 

  195.02 

   380.91   350.62 Total    705.48 

 Total: 697.87 /2 =$348.93   *26.05 Air fees    26.05 

 
 

Total Cost of trip: Airfare: $606.02 Clear Compare Insurance: $80? Cruise: $380.91 Food en 
route: $32.00 = $1098.93 
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